What is the Faith.Hope.Life. campaign?
Faith.Hope.Life. is an opportunity for every faith community in the United States, regardless of
creed, to focus one Sabbath each year on the characteristics common to most faiths that also
help prevent suicides. These characteristics are at the very core of what most faith communities
are and do, in that they:
•

Promote hope

•

Build healthy social connections

•

Provide answers to life’s challenging questions

•

Recognize and celebrate the myriad reasons for
living and the God-given value of each member in
the community, no matter how young or old, weak
or strong, healthy or infirmed, and

•

Support those who face mental health challenges
and/or problems with misuse of alcohol and other
drugs, as they seek effective treatment. Support

www.faith-hope-life.org
•

their families and loved ones, as well.

Faith.Hope.Life. is an initiative of the Faith Communities Task Force of the National
Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention. All the information and resources necessary to
launch Faith.Hope.Life. in your faith community are available on the website.

Why should my faith community promote the Faith.Hope.Life.
campaign?
Suicide does not discriminate. Without regard for race, ethnicity or gender, it can strike the lives
of the rich and famous, the down and out, and the just plain ordinary. You can be confident that
for every 100 people in your faith community several will seriously consider suicide in any given
year. Compare that with the number who will suffer a heart attack, cancer or a stroke. Then,
imagine the disruption these thoughts cause them, their families, and those around them, even
though many may never speak of the fact that they are living with those terrible thoughts.
By promoting the faith messages of Faith.Hope.Life. you can help these individuals resolve
those thoughts in a positive and healthy way. Additionally, you may be able to not only prevent
the thoughts, but their terrible consequences—a suicide attempt or a suicide.

When is the Faith.Hope.Life. campaign?
Faith.Hope.Life. Sabbath can be observed any week during the year; however, we
encourage you to align it, if possible, with September 10th, World Suicide Prevention Day.
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Aligning with the observance of Mental Health Month in May or with National Minority Mental
Health Month in July are other logical timing choices.

How does the Faith.Hope.Life. campaign help prevent suicides?
1. Promoting faith, hope, and involvement. Having an active faith and having a healthy

involvement in a faith community have both been shown through research to help protect
people from suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts, and death by suicide. Time and time again,
studies have shown faith to have a very powerful effect, pointing to “protective” factors, such as,
hopefulness, social connections, and reasons for living, that tend to be stronger in people of
faith.
2. Promoting an understanding that mental health challenges and mental illnesses are as “real.”
Mental health challenges and illnesses are as real as physical health problems. Individuals
facing any kind of health problem should seek effective treatment without prejudice or
discrimination. A more accurate understanding of mental and emotional health challenges,
mental illness, and substance abuse can be achieved through an open dialogue in the faith
community and by speaking about these problems with the same openness as we speak about
physical illnesses like cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and stroke. By simply praying for
members who are facing depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and problems
with alcohol and other substances, even if without mentioning their names, you send a message
that these members are just as important and deserving of care and support as those with
physical challenges. Also, you send a message that these illnesses, disorders, and challenges
are real health problems and not character flaws or spiritual failings.
3. Responding to a person in suicide crisis in an effective and caring way. Many people seek the

care and support of their faith leaders first when confronted with a crisis, including a suicide
crisis. Therefore, when faith leaders are prepared to talk openly with someone facing the
darkness of suicide, there is an opportunity to help them find a pathway toward life and health.
Similarly, how a faith leader responds to those who have survived a suicide crisis or a suicide by
someone they know and love can make a huge difference in their recovery and assimilation
back into the community.

What resources are available to help faith communities celebrate
Faith.Hope.Life. Sabbath?
The Faith Communities Task Force of the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention has
assembled an ever-growing array of resources to help you celebrate Faith.Hope.Life.. On its
website you will find:
•

Communications aids such as flyers, bulletin inserts, posters and other graphical art

•

Worship and spiritual resources including:
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o

Prayers, meditations and liturgies
Sermons and homilies
Hymns and songs and

o

Scriptural resources

o
o

•

Other resources for mental health promotion and suicide prevention in faith communities

These materials were developed or selected by an interfaith review group assembled by the
Faith Communities Task Force, using editorial guidelines. Materials offered here are in the
public domain, unless otherwise noted. Whenever possible, the source of the material is
acknowledged with great appreciation.

What are some ways faith communities can help prevent suicide, in
addition to the Faith.Hope.Life. campaign?
There are many very practical ways faith leaders and faith communities can help prevent
suicides, whether locally, state-wide, or nationally. In many cases, it is easy to integrate suicide
prevention activities into programs that already exist in your faith community, such as,
distributing wallet cards that list common warning signs of suicide and/or indications someone is
having trouble coping. Both encourage concerned individuals to call the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline (1-800-273-8255). Another idea is to establish relationships with “faithrespecting” mental health professionals in the community.
For additional ideas, check out The Role of Faith Community Leaders in Preventing
Suicide, published by the national Suicide Prevention Resource Center, and also an archived
webinar produced by the Action Alliance on the Role of Faith Leaders in Suicide Prevention.

About our logo
The Faith Communities Task Force of the Action Alliance thanks UHS of Delaware for creating
and donating the Faith.Hope.Life. logo. The logo shows an icon at the top of a hill that signifies
each individual who overcomes struggles with depression and thoughts of suicide and reaches
toward the future with a new positive outlook—celebrating reasons for living.
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